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Inspiring every generation to build the more compassionate world Anne Frank envisioned.

Peer-to-Peer Training

TYPICAL P2P PROGRAM INCLUDES:
} Series of up to 5 middle and/or high 

schools in an area 

} 2-week exhibit run at each school 

} 8 to 12 peer guides per school

} Combined audience of 1,000 or 
more students 

} In-class workshops & professional 
development for teachers 

} Performance by AFC actors for 
entire school or district audiences

} Optional: Partner university to 
serve as a training host

BY HOSTING A P2P TRAINING PROGRAM THROUGH THE  
ANNE FRANK CENTER, YOUR COMMUNITY CAN: 

} Help young people understand the dangers of racism,  
anti-Semitism and all forms of prejudice;

} Connect history to the present;

} Build self-esteem, empathy, ambition, and social responsibility;

} Give students an opportunity to become official  
Anne Frank youth delegates;

} Share the positive messaging of Anne Frank’s humanitarian legacy.

This peer guide program has been phenomenally successful around the world, 
including in the UK for more than a decade. P2P is particularly effective in 
traditionally underserved, socially and economically-challenged communities 
where young people are in need of engaging leadership activities. 

Empower students
WITH AN ON-SITE EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT
Research shows that one of the most effective ways of teaching is to 
engage students as peer educators. Through hands-on training, they 
become experts on our historical exhibits, emerging as leaders as they 
share their knowledge as guides for the rest of the school community. 

 

Recent hosts agree:  “A very moving and though-provoking experience.”
 “By far one of the nicest exhibits we’ve ever had.”
 “Many were in awe we were given this honor.”

Hurry!

“Parents can only  
give good advice or 

put them on the right 
paths, but the final 

forming of a person’s 
character lies in  

their own hands.” 
– Anne Frank

Of students in comparable Anne Frank P2P programs in the UK 
became more positive to groups different than their own.97%

NOW BOOKING:  
2020 & 2021 


